The Research Solution:
A partnership with IPNI and local researchers was established to investigate the effect of high temperatures on two common P fertilizers, single superphosphate (SSP) and triple superphosphate (TSP). The group initially established a lab study to examine the characteristics of heated (calcined) fertilizer. Greenhouse trials were then used to evaluate the agronomic performance of P fertilizers exposed to a range of furnace temperatures that simulated their burning in the field.

The Results:
There was no loss of P observed during the simulated burning in the lab. However, the solubility of the P fertilizer decreased by an average of 20% following more extended heating, and higher temperatures resulted in 75% lower P solubility.

In a first greenhouse study, heated or unheated fertilizer was mixed in a sandy soil that was low in P and maize was planted. A first crop was harvested 35 days later, which was followed by a second maize crop that was also allowed to grow for 35 days before its harvest.

Heat-treated SSP led to a 15% decrease in maize shoot growth compared with untreated SSP, but no such difference was noted for TSP. Growth of corn in all the treatments receiving P was far greater than in those that did not.

In a second greenhouse study, either soybean or maize was planted in a low-P clay soil that received heated or unheated fertilizer. Soybean growth was slightly higher and maize growth was slightly lower with the heat-treated P fertilizer, compared with unheated fertilizer.

Both heat-treated TSP and SSP were still effective at supplying adequate nutrition for maize and soybeans in two P-deficient soils. The length of exposure to heat did not significantly decrease the effectiveness of the P fertilizers in either trial.

Although these studies only approximate the conditions experienced in burned fields, the results provide confidence to farmers that SSP and TSP will continue to be excellent nutrient sources for crops, even after the fields have burned.